The M.Div. program at IOPT includes intensive study of biblical languages, practical and applied theology, pastoral studies, and a graduate thesis. This program is open to serious Christian men who have completed a bachelor degree or a commensurate course of study or qualification.

*Credit Hours: 96*

### Program Requirements

#### Church History
- CHIS 211: Church History I
- CHIS 212: Church History II

#### Theology
- PLTH 210: Political Theology
- PSTH 230: Pastoral Theology
- SYTH 221: Systematic Theology I
- SYTH 222: Systematic Theology II
- LWGP 210: Law & Gospel
- LBCF 230: Baptist Symbolics

#### Biblical Studies
- HERM 210: Hermeneutics
- OTSV 211: Old Testament Survey I
- OTSV 212: Old Testament Survey II
- NTSV 212: New Testament Survey II

#### Languages
- HBRW 311: Hebrew Grammar I
- HBRW 312: Hebrew Grammar II
- GREEK 321: Greek Grammar I
- GREEK 322: Greek Grammar II

#### Applied Theology
- BCNL 440: Biblical Counseling
- MWOR 440: Ministry of Worship
- TMSF 230: The Modern Self
- PHIL 220: Philosophy
- WRLDV 220: Theology, Worldview, & Ethics
- CAPG 210: Cultural Apologetics
- LGRH 230: Logic & Rhetoric
- ECCL 230: Ecclesiology
- MISS 230: Missions
- PRCH 230: Preaching
- PPSQ 230: The Pastor in the Public Square

#### Applied Languages
- HBRW 313: Expositing the Old Testament
- GREEK 323: Expositing the New Testament

#### Thesis
- GRTH 441: Graduate Research
- GRTH 442: Graduate Thesis

Begin your application process at instituteofpublictheology.org

*Christ above all earthly powers*